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Scanner Pro 2.0 - iPhone Document Scanner gets Major Update
Published on 03/23/10
Today Readdle announces the release of Scanner Pro 2.0, the latest version of their
popular iPhone application, which transforms the device into portable scanner. Scanner Pro
2.0 adds GoogleDocs integration, camera stabilization, automatic edge detection and
passcode protection for the entire application. Scanner Pro 2.0 easily handles situations
when a hard copy document should be scanned and there is no scanner nearby.
Odessa, Ukraine - Today Readdle announces the release of Scanner Pro 2.0, the newest
version of their popular iPhone application which transforms the device into portable
document scanner. Scanner Pro 2.0 introduces number of important new functions like
integration with Google Docs, camera stabilization, automatic paper edge detection and
passcode protection.
Scanner Pro 2.0 easily handles situations when a hard copy document should be scanned and
there is no scanner nearby. It lets people scan multipage documents, email them and even
upload to Dropbox, Evernote, MobileMe iDisk or any other WebDAV enabled server. The
application incorporates special algorithms to enhance image quality and make it as
readable as possible.
Scanner Pro 2.0 integrates with Google Docs taking advantages of their recent optical
character recognition function. It allows users to upload scans page by page to their
Google Docs accounts and convert them into text documents for later editing on any desktop
computer. There is also an option to upload a whole document as a PDF file.
Camera stabilization added in Scanner Pro 2.0 prevents images from becoming blurred while
taking photos. Application automatically choose the moment to take a shot so a shake
caused by a hand movement is minimal.
"Ranked as #1 business application in the App Store for several times Scanner Pro got huge
customer base and a lot of feedbacks that we carefully gathered and eximined," says Igor
Zhadanov, Readdle CEO. "Scanner Pro 2.0 addressed these feedbacks with new functions and
improved interface that will keep its position of the top scanner application for the
iPhone"
There are several more Scanner Pro 2.0 new features worth to be mentioned. Automatic page
borders detection finds document edges on the image and crops it accordingly, while
passcode protection prevents an unauthorized access to scans. Also, there is the option to
upload multiple scanned documents to WebDAV server at once.
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPhone
* Requires iPhone OS 2.2 or later
* 2.5 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Scanner Pro 2.0 is $6.99 (USD) to new customers, free upgrade for existing users, and
available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Business category.
Readdle:
http://readdle.com
Scanner Pro 2.0:
http://readdle.com/products/scannerpro
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Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/scanner-pro/id333710667?mt=8
Screenshot:
http://readdle.com/images3/screenshots/scannerpro/full/prmac.png
App Icon:
http://readdle.com/images2/appicons/scanner_big-trans.png

Founded in 2007, Readdle aims to provide iPhone and iPod touch users with high quality
applications that are missing in a standard application set. Company flagship offerings
are Scanner Pro - application which transforms the iPhone into portable scanner;
ReaddleDocs - revolutionary file manager, document reader and attachment viewer for iPhone
and iPod touch; Take A Note - a versatile note taking application with direct access to
notes from a PC or Mac computer over Wi-Fi. Copyright 2007-2010 Readdle. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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